A27 traffic using Barnham as a short cut (only)
After three days of rain the toilets fill with with water.
Amount of litter dropped along the pavements and roadside
Amount of new builds - housing.
Amount of traffic
Architecture of Barnham shopping area
AREA AROUND STATION
ASB
Atmosphere is dying due to over development
B2233 and used by police as a "rat-run"; too narrow for buses/lorries to pass cyclists.
BAD 1969's 1970's BUILDINGS
bad parking
Badly maintained pavements. Road traffic, starteet parking in centre.
Badly maintained roads.
Barnahm center is tatty, lots of large advertising boards. Its center has been badly developed. Needs more
trees and proper planning
Barnham bridge hotel
Barnham Bridge Hotel and surrounds. Trouble kicking off at train station.
Barnham bridge inn is a mess, no police
Barnham central area- pub opposite station is an eyesore. Will not like the area if huge building plans go
ahead.
Barnham Hotel.
Barnham Hotel.
Barnham is too busy. I try to avoid it if possible.
Barnham main parade shut down pub is an eyesore!
Barnham parking
Barnham Road, or at least speeders.
BARNHAM TAKE AWAYS
Barnham village parking
Barnham village. Busy road.
Being under threat of excessive development.
Bonfires.
BUSY BARNHAM CENTRE
Busy main road.
Busy road
Busy road through villages
Busy roads
Busy roads.
Busy traffic, especially through Barnham.
Can occasionally feel a bit isolated
Can something be done to make empty shops more attractive e.g. windows covered internally with large
attractive prints of local beauty spots (on plastic?)
Car parking.
Cars going too fast around Village.
Cars/vehicles racing down the Lane.
Centre of Barnham not attractive.
Commuter car parking.
Commuter parking on roads.
Commuters
Commuters parking and blocking our driveway.
Commuters parking outside my house
Commuters parking outside my house.
Condition of roads
Congestion
Congestion around schools at mainly leaving time.
Congestion of traffic, commuter parking on residential roads.
Constant pressure of development threats, gradual erosion of the character of the Villages by loss of green
spaces, Fontwell Roundabout (made worse by recent 'improvements'), lack of proactive planning from ADC
leading to lack of backbone to prevent groups such as GTTS getting positive discrimination. Intensification of
businesses situated within residential housing.
Constant traffic
constant traffic
Constant traffic of A29 and A27.
Continual broken sewage lines.
Continued development of inappropriate sites.
Could be more buses - free transport with bus pass. Trains are very good, but expensive.

Council housing mixed in with private although this helps to maintain standards with council areas.
CROWDED PARKING
Destruction of the rural setting. Irresponsible parking - everywhere.
Developments - too many people.
Devlopment
Dilapidation and poor maintenance of the public realm. Too many people not participating in community
events and activities. Developers/land-owners dictating where housing will be.
Dilapidation of Railway Tavern and the adjoining 'antique ?magnet' site.
Dog mess
Drivers who show disrespect by damaging verges rather than wait 15 seconds for other vehicles to pass.
EVERYTHING
Excess parking
Excessive and ever increasing traffic and population increase.
Expanding villages and traffic.
Extra housing
Extra traffic
Extremely poor pavements in St George's walk
Fast inconsiderate drivers along lanes whom fail to slow down for pedestrians but will for horses.
Fast moving traffic.
Fast traffic
Fear of Barnham becoming even more of a Commuter area.
Fill in housing.
filling in rediciculous forms
Flood risk
Flooding
FLOODING - THROUGH TRAFFIC
Flooding (sewage), heavy traffic, anti social behaviour and petty thieft.
Flooding and traffic.
Flooding. Commuter parking.
Flooding. Too much traffic. Nowhere for teenagers.
Flooding/flood risk, especially in winter. The increasing amount of cars parked down Orchard Way and
around Farnhurst Road.
Free for all, illegal parking during school pick up times!
Gangs of teenagers hanging around at night.
Getting flooded
Getting overbuilt.
Getting to built up to in some area's.
Getting too built up and crowded.
Gradual urbanisation.
Grown very rapidly nearly a town
H.G.V.'s - Should not be on Lake Lane, small lanes dangerous for cycling.
Having to buy dustbin.
Heavy lorries
Heavy traffic in Lake Lane Poor safety on roads for horse riding.
Heavy traffic.
Heavy vehicles
Hold ups at Fontwell roundabout and the train crossing at Woodgate. Heavy traffic on the A29.
Housing developments
Housing encroaching on locality by stealth.
How its grown and lost some of it's character over the years.
I like it as it is.
Ignorant school children who force pensioners to stop into road to pass.
In filling with houses in back gardens.
Inadequate parking. No toilet facilities.
Increased housing
INCREASED TRAFFIC
Increasing numbers here without infrastructure.
Increasing traffic along Barnham Road and flooding.
Increasing traffic volume and street parking.
Increasing volume of traffic.
Increasing volumes of traffic. Losing its rural feeling.
Increease in traffic and housing. Longer waits for Dr appointments. Lack of peaceful places to walk without
having to use busy, noisy roads.
Infrequent bus service, threat of destruction by council planning department.
Irresponsible parking in side streets.
It is expensive to visit the doctors on a low income. £5 E/W by taxi. Buses are useless.

It is now far too crowded and can no longer be called a 'village'.
It's being built over
It's not a village anymore
Kids from Philiphoward, parking.
Lack of 700 bus due to railway bridge. A single decker bus could come daily at least.
Lack of bus services. Ugly village centre
Lack of bus travel as alternative mode of transport.
Lack of buses. No doctors surgery. Lack of community event.
LACK OF DOCTORS
Lack of free parking in village centre (Barnham)
Lack of good bus service, parking problems
Lack of local employment
Lack of local shops/parking.
Lack of parking - if parking were free would use train to go to work.
Lack of parking in Barnham village.
LACK OF PARKING SPACE
Lack of parking.
LACK OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Lack of public transport to Chichester.
Lack of restaurants to walk to.
Lack of safe cycle routes.
lack of services
Lack of speedbumps and overcrowding of parking in village.
LACK OF SUFFICIENT OFF-ROAD PARKING
Lake Lorries. Poor state of side roads.
Large lorries defacing the lanes and verges.
Large new developments with residents who are not engaged with the area
Large Vehicles using Lake Lane as a cut through and NOT Exiting via the Yapton end of the lane
Large volumes traffic
Large volumes traffic
Late night disturbances
Latest bus route to Bognor. Litter especially the shops.
Limited bus service. Inconsiderate parking (outside lines) outside barbers and outside schools.
Limited bus services, you only seem to be able to go to bognor or walberton! Nothing for teenagers to do.
Barnham gets congested with traffic due to parking on roadside. If the car park was not charging at rear we
could get ride of laybay parking in road to stop traffic congestion.
LITTER
Litter
Litter
Litter / graffiti.
Litter but it is not so bad as it used to be
Litter louts dropping beer cans on way to station from work at lake lane nurseries.
LITTER PROBLEM
litter, unsocial behaviour, floods, Woodgate level crossing
Litter, vandalism, parking, clutter - no Italian restaurant! 'Estate' housing.
Litter; Flooding everytime it rains heavily; speeding along Barnham Road.
Litter.
Litter.
Litter.
Litter.
Litter. Not enough lights. Not a good bus service to other villages.
Lorries in Lake Lane
lorries using lanes
Loud lorries
More development.
More planned development. Drainage problems.
Need good restaurants
NEW BUILDINGS
New builds
NEW HOUSING
No adaequate bus service.
No buses after 6pm.
No community since too busy, used as a rat run, unattractive.
No enforcement of speed limits.
No fast/direct road route to Littlehampton, have to go through the villages.
No good supermarket.

No local toilets.
NO PARKING
No public transport to get to bigger towns.
No real nursery
No street lights
Noise and traffic.
Noise from teenagers & mess at a weekend
Noise from the A29.
Not a very good bus service to Chichester
Not enough buses
not enough buses
NOT ENOUGH BUSES
Not much.
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
nothing
Nothing - except increase in traffic.
Nothing in particular.
Nothing, only visiting and travel to Doctor.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Occasional anti social behaviour
On street parking by commuters (one recently for as long as a week-guess they were away on holiday).
Traffic build up through Barnham village. Speeding either side of Barnham village. Feeling threatened by
people hanging around the Barnham Bridge Inn - perhaps this will cease now with its closure. It is unsettling
to feel innudated by so much development yet to come, where planning permission has already been given.
Makes me worry about how the atmosphere may change (more people, more traffic, more noise, more light
pollution, loss of wildlife etc) and it is always in the back of my mind that if the disruption is too great I may
need to seriously consider moving elsewhere. The village centre looks unattractive and is incohesive, it
should be redesigned to reflect the heritage of the village and be more pleasing to the eye. The sloping
pavement outside the Barnham Bridge Inn is always difficult to walk on goodness knows how less able
people manage. Teenagers littering on Murrell's field and being mouthy when challenged.
Ongoing air of threat & menace from ADC and its appalling plans over many years Village centre very tatty,
shopkeepers lacking in spirit to promote the village - Parking is always a pain. Through traffic on Yapton
Road - speeding. Lack of allotments & other outdoor facilities
Only one high educational standard high school.
Open-Ended Response
Outsiders, newcomers who don't know anything about the village or people and then try to change
everything, too much trafic
Over crowded roads, lack of cycle paths roundabout needed at west engage school
over development ie more than there is now.
Over development of local faciltiiesand awful rat run for East/West commuters.
Over the last 35 years excessive development has totally changed the character of the area. This
development, in part, resulting from repeated failures by elected district officials to plan and control
development effectively.
Overcrowding.
overgrown,disused nursery sites, boarded up derelict houses and shops. increasing amounts of traffic,
mostly exceeding speed limits. NO ATTEMPT AT SPEED CONTROL EVER
Overspill car parking in side roads.
Parked cars.
Parking
PARKING
PARKING
Parking
PARKING AREAS
Parking at local shops, untidy around station area.
Parking at school and insufficient parking in village centre.
Parking charges.
PARKING FACILITY
Parking in Barnham- system is poor.
Parking overcrowding. Insensitive neighbours.

Parking.
Pathways.
Paying for car parking need more 1 hour parking for free.
Paying for parking in car park - Barnham. Resident parking disc?
People still not picking up after their dog.
People that are too idle to put their cars in a garage
People throwing dog faecies in my garden and damaging my property.
People who disrupt such feeling eg yobs.
Philip Howard school using our car park as pick up/drop off.
POOR BUS SERVICE
Poor bus service to Chichester
Poor bus service. Barnham Inn Hotel.
Poor bus service. Would like to use but have no idea when and where to catch.
POOR RANGE OF SHOPS
Poor shopping options in Barnham, poorly designed traffic flow
Poor upkeep of buildings and neglected front gardens.
Proposed massive developments to fund a new road.
Prospect of huge amounts of new housing.
Pub opposite railway
Railway Tavern
Rat run up lake lane
Road.
Roads now far too busy.
Rubbish around, no doctors surgery.
Rubbish bus service.
Rubbish, some don't just care!! Not just youngsters.
School parents clutter roads with their cars ditto teachers. Lazy and too many out of village kids coming in.
School runs (No. of cars)
School traffic.
Shabby village centre (Barnham)
Speed of traffic
Speed of traffic
Speed of traffic through villages.
Speed of traffic.
Speed of traffic/lorries racing down Fontwell Avenue.
Speeding cars, dog fouling and litter.
SPEEDING THROUGH TRAFFIC ESPEC? TRACTORS TOO GRIGHT STREET LTS ON ALL NIGHT
SPEEDING TRAFFIC THROUGH VILLAGE.
Speeding traffic. Uncut hedges in Eastergate.
Speeding vehicles.
Stench from local farms and sewage works.
Street furniture.
Street groups of young people in the village at night.
talk of big change
Teenagers at night
Teenagers in high street at night and not good bus service.
The A27 not fit for purpose. Chi bypass, Arundel., Worthing appalling.
The amount of ? traffic.
The amount of HGV traffic passing through - Barnham is a dangerous bottleneck.
The amount of litter thrown on the roads from cars.
The amount of traffic.
The arrangement of shops not very attractive!
The busy through road.
The congestion of cars parked outside Natwest and owners parking in our car park while they shop.
The constant threat of development.
The constant threat of development. The threat of flooding. The poor village parking and bad parkers in
particular. The amount of litter and the poor attitude of some of the residents to their environment. The lack of
opportunity in the Village.
The constant threat of speculative develpoment and strategic housing
The continual threat that our peace and home are going to be disrupted by development!!
The eye sore undeveloped derelict nursery sites on main road!!
The eyesore of the Barnham Bridge Inn and associated "Yard".
The facilities and the look of the shops
The fact that more houses are being built around us. Soon we will be living in a built up area, surrounded by
other houses, which is something that we moved away from in the first place (at great financial expense!). I
also dislike how busy it is becoming and the fact that local village people have to pay to use the car park at

their local village shops. Barnham is still (at the moment) a village and yet we are being charged premiums
to park as if we were already a town, this in turn actually stops you from visiting the local shops in favour of
going to the big super markets.
The flooding!
The growing problemswith transport, particualy in the village of Barnham
The high level of traffic ? using the Barnham Road.
The increase in housing which is not for local people. The push to increase social housing quotas.
the increase in traffic and lack of facilities for car users
The increase in traffic and lack of parking.
The increased amount of traffic going through village.
The increasing overdevelopment and the increasing road traffic. The conjestion of parking at local shops.
The lack of care of the environment - Rubbish, verges and pavements.
The new car parking charges.
The number of cars using the road through the village.
the ongoing housing be built around a village
The overall look of the village centre is spoilt by the Barnham Hotel.
The overhang shrubs along pavements.
The possibility of more development.
The propect of joined up villages - Greater Bognor.
The speed of the traffic and no lighing
The speed of traffic frown Barnham Lane
The thought of the A29 running behind my home.
The threat of massive housing estates and new bypass
The threatened building, which if allowed will spoil the village. The poor drainage. The authority responsible
for planning (Arun Council) not caring in the slightest about the interests of our village or the wishes of our
residents. When it comes to planning matters we have only sham democracy, not true democracy where the
opinions of the local people are listened to and followed.
THE TRAFFIC
The traffic and parking by train station.
The traffic through Barnham and delays with railway gates.
The traffic; lack of free short term parking
The Traffic!
The transient commuters and through traffic that encourages excess development of fast-food eateries that
fail to offer services of interest to the local communities together with anti social behaviour from patrons of
the Barnham Bridge Inn.
The volume of traffic.
The way the village is growing
The worry about housing developments completely changing the character of the villages
Thought that this could change radically by overdevelopment.
Threat of development
Threat of Housing. Sewage problem.
THREAT OF NEW ROAD
Threat of over development
Threat of over development Proximity to Bognor
Threat of speculative development and threat of strategic housing being dumped in this area.
Threat of too much additional housing which would change villages to suburban sprawl. Increasing amount
of litter.
Threat to make us urban!
Through traffic
Through traffic
Through traffic and congesiton
Through traffic.
TO BUSY
To many cats killing birds
Too many houses
Too many houses and cars.
TOO MANY LORRIES
Too many new houses.
TOO MANY PEOPLE
Too many people building houses in their gardens
Too many schools - which causes traffic problems at certain times.
Too many take aways.
TOO MANY VEHICLES
Too much commercial traffic.
Too much road traffic.
Too much traffic

TOO MUCH TRAFFIC
Too much traffic - no surgery.
Too much traffic on Barnham Road and A29
Too much traffic on the through roads.
Too much traffic too difficult to park near shops. Too many cars in the village is a danger to shoppers.
Too much traffic.
Too much traffic.
Too much traffic.
Too much traffic.
Too much traffic.
Too much traffic.
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
Traffic
TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
traffic
Traffic - noise.
Traffic and housing estates with poor design standards.
traffic and lack of parking.
Traffic at Fontwell Roundabout/congestion on Fontwell Avenue.
Traffic at school opening and closing times
Traffic caused by rush hour.
Traffic chaos at Co-op area..
Traffic congestion
Traffic congestion around station. Litter around shopping areas.
Traffic congestion in Barnham village.
Traffic congestion, litter and boarded up shops
Traffic congestion.
Traffic congestion.
Traffic congestion. Concentration of housing.
Traffic congestion/parking
traffic directed through Barnham Road instead of opening Kingsmill.
Traffic in Barnham outside shops.
Traffic increasing. More housing.
Traffic jams
Traffic on A29 and lack of bus routes
Traffic on B2233 during rush hours. Continual threat of development.
Traffic on Barnham Road, litter, shabby shop fronts in Barnham.
Traffic on Barnham Road.
Traffic problems especially around the primary school.
Traffic speed and volume.
Traffic speed.
Traffic speeding through the villages - now a rat run.
Traffic this village
Traffic through Barnham and back up from level crossing.
Traffic through the village.
Traffic through village
Traffic through village. Commuter parking on side roads.
Traffic using the villages as a Rat Run betwen LTON & chichester avoiding the main road through Bognor.
Traffic volume & excessive speed, random and thoughless (selfish) commuter parking.
Traffic, level crossing, no cycle trails.

Traffic, parking in Barnham.
Traffic, parking problems, litter, anti-social behaviour.
Traffic, parking, development
Traffic, poor bus service, parked cars everywhere.
traffic, some behaviour
TRAFFIC! It takes up to 10 mins to enter the B""££
Traffic.
Traffic.
Traffic.
Traffic.
TRAFFIC.
TRAFFIC.
Traffic.
Traffic. Cars and thumping big lorries are thundering along Barnham Road B2233 throughout the day making
it very difficult to cross and nigh impossible for the elderly.
Traffic. Lorries in lake Lane.
traffic/parking
Traffic/Proposal to build more houses.
Traveller sites.
Trees a pain
Trying to cross the main road.
Ugly signs and fences.
Ugly village centre.
UNATTRACTIVE VILLAGE CENTRE
Uneven pavements.
Untended roadside hedges and streams.
Vandalism. Graffiti.
Verges and hedges encroaching onto Main Road - dangerous for children walking and mothers with
pushchairs.
Village centre conjestion. Poor sidewalks, many dangerous.
Village centre has no character
Village is nightmare to park
Village looks untidy
Village shopping centre is very shabby Barnham hotel is horrible
Volume of traffic on main road and difficulty in parking near shops.
WEEDS AND THISTLES NEAR RAILWAY EMBANKMENT
What was a quiet road 7/8 years ago is now a busy cut-through.
Worry about developers.
Worry of flooding, to many take away's. Barnham Hotel a mess.
Worrying about new road being built on doorstep!
You keep building houses. Speed limits not adhered to.
Youths around the streets.

